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SUBJECT: Influence of radar adjustment on radar image. 
 

 

 
1. Purpose and scope of exercise: 

 

 

 The purpose of this exercise is to familiarize students with the procedure of basic radar 

regulation together with the influence of the following adjustments on the radar image: A/C Sea, A/C 

Rain, Short/Long pulse switch and range switch. 

 

 

 

2. Theoretical background. 

 

 

 Radar console construction, arrangement of radar adjustments  and inter-switching system. 

 Basic regulation procedure and the methods of echo presentation on analogue, digital radial-scan and 

digital raster-scan radars. 

 Graphic symbols, English terminology of radar operating status switches, basic and additional 

adjustments and indicator elements (Instruction no. 00: numbers: 1 - 16, 48, 49, 59) 

 Range and bearing discriminations – definitions. 

 Technical parameters determining the range and bearing discrimination. 

 A/C Sea and A/C Rain function. 

 Influence of : brightness, gain and tuning knob positions on the electrical signal shape of the radar 

block diagram and on radar image. 

 Influence of long/short pulse switch and range switch positions on the electrical signal shape of the 

radar block diagram and radar image. 

 Effect of pulse life on radar detection.  

 

 

 

3. Description of the radar stations.  

 

 

 Radars of various types are available in the laboratory. Radar specifications are in section called 

‘DESCRIPTION OF THE RADAR STATIONS’. 
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4. The exercise. 

 

 

Radar GEM LD-1804 R/6. 

Influence of the A/C Rain on radar image. 

 

- make the basic adjustment of the radar at the 8 km range, 

-  observe the influence of IR on the radar image, 

- change the radar range to 2km, 

- observe changes on the radar image during the slow increasing of the A/C Rain function (FTC), 

- switch off the IR, 

- turn all of the radar adjustment knobs to the zero position and switch the radar to the STAND-

 BY mode. 

 

 

Radar SIMRAD 83/93 . 

Impact of the range switch and the function of decentralization on the radar image. 

 

 - set up the radar image in center mode by use of OFF CENTER switch, 

- make the basic adjustment of the radar at the range of 6 Nm, 

- to switch on the Fixed Range Rings go to MENU> DISPL> MARK and change the RANGE 

 RINGS function to ON, 

- determine the distance from the center to the edge of the radar screen by the use of FIXED 

 RANGE RINGS, 

- decentralize the radar image in the maximum direction of 180°. Put the cursor to the place where 

 the center of the radar image is to be moved and press OFF CENTER switch.   You can center 

 the radar image by re-pressing this switch,  

- determine the distance to the upper and lower edges of the radar operational display area by the 

 use of Fixed Range Rings, 

- center the radar image, change the range to 12 Nm and repeat the last three steps, 

- switch off the Fixed Range Rings,  

- switch off the IR, 

- turn all of the radar adjustment knobs to the zero position and switch the radar to the STAND-

 BY mode. 

 

 

Radar KODEN MDC 1860 

Influence of the A/C Sea on radar image.  

 

- make the basic adjustment of the radar at the range of 6 Nm and long pulse, 

- change the radar range to 1.5 Nm, 

- change the presentation of echoes to multi-coloured echoes:  

(MENUDISPECHORADAR VIDEOMULTI), 

- Note: 

o Which A/C Sea setting is best to get the optimal radar image of port channel grid? 

o Which A/C Sea setting makes it impossible to recognize the port channel grid?  

o What does the color of the presented echoes depend on; which colors are used? 

- change the presentation of echoes to monochrome mode: 

(MENUDISPECHORADAR VIDEOMONO), 

- switch off the IR, 

- turn all of the radar adjustment knobs to the zero position and switch the radar to the STAND-

BY mode.  
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Radar Furuno FAR 2815 

Influence of the range switch and the A/C Sea on radar image. 

 

- make the basic adjustment of the radar at the range of 6 Nm, 

- change the radar range to 1.5 Nm, 

- observe the appearance of the port channel grid, locate the Grodzka Island and the marina, 

- note the influence of the A/C Sea on the radar image,  

- change the radar range back to 6 Nm, 

- switch off the IR, 

- turn all of the radar adjustment knobs to the zero position and switch the radar to the STAND-

 BY mode.  

 

Radar Furuno FR - 2115. 

Testing the impact of the A/C Rain on discrimination. 

 

- make the basic adjustment of the radar at the range of 6 Nm, 

- change the radar range to 1.5 Nm, 

- locate the Grodzka Island together with the port channel grid,   

- observe influence of A/C Rain on radar image during its slow regulation,  

- change the radar range back to 6 Nm, 

- switch off the IR, 

- turn all of the radar adjustment knobs to the zero position and switch the radar to the STAND-

 BY mode. 

 

 

Radar SIMRAD R3016 

Ifnluence of the range switch and distance measurement by the use of Fixed Range Rings 

 

- switch on the STANDBY/ BRILL knob and set the brightness to the ambient light,  

- change to stand-by mode by pressing STANDBY/ BRILL, 

- switch off the IR ( MENU>ADVANCED>IR>OFF ), 

- make the basic adjustment of the radar at the range of 6 Nm,  

- turn on the Fixed Range Rings  (MENU> PPI SYMBOLS>RANGE RINGS), 

- note the number of fixed range rings at the range of 6 Mm and the distance between the  rings, 

- change the radar range to 24 Nm,  

- note the number of fixed range rings at the range of 24 Mm and the distance between the 

 rings, 

 - turn off the Fixed Range Rings,  

- Switch the radar to the STAND-BY mode. 

 

Radar Koden MDC- 7906 

Ifnluence of the range switch on radar image.  

 

- make the basic adjustment of the radar at the range of 6 Nm, 

- change the radar range to 0.5 Nm, 

- locate the Grodzka Island together with the port channel grid,   

- change the radar range back to 6 Nm, 

- switch off the IR, 

- turn all of the radar adjustment knobs to the zero position and switch the radar to the STAND-

 BY mode. 
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5. Report expectations. 

 

The report should be prepared in accordance with the attached template and should contain obligatory 

answers to all the questions it contains.  

The report should be prepared independently, hand-written and legible, and submitted to subsequent 

laboratory classes. 
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6. Educational outcomes 
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7. Conditions of final evaluations 
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